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Friday, May

9. 2008

PSP-PDA: A set of PDA applications for PSP v1.3.2

Hi all,
Here is a new release of PSP-PDA, the PDA applications for PSP.
For those who haven't seen previous versions of this great peace of homebrew, PSP-PDA is a set of PDA programs
including notepad, music player, image viewer, address book, calendar, calculator, and clock.
It has been written by Rob_psp. It is distributed under GNU licence, and sources are provided.
My contribution to this projet is MINOR, all credits should remain to Rob_psp !
What's new then in v1.3.2 ?
- Fix IR keyboard issue with fw >= 3.80 for FAT PSP (thanks to Angelo)
- Should work properly with psp SLIM and fw 3x
The IR keyboard part has been tested using a Targus Universal IR Wireless keyboard.
How to use it ? Everything is in the README.txt file.
Here is a binary version for firmware 1.5 : psppda-v1.3.2-fw15.zip
Here is a binary version for firmware 3.x : psppda-v1.3.2-fw3x.zip
Here is the source code : psppda-v1.3.2-src.zip
Enjoy,
Zx.
If you want to discuss on this emulator, you can do it there :
zx81's forum on dcemu network or zx81's forum on qj.net

Posted by zx-81 in PDA at 01:00
merci
psp on May 9 2008, 20:16
bonjour j'ai trouver un bug qui me gène beaucoup quand je veut écrire avec analogue sa marche mais quand je met le mode digital
sa marche pas sa ne bouge pas aider moi sil vous plais j'ai une psp fat
NASSIME on May 9 2008, 20:19
hello I find a bug that gene me a lot when I write with similar wants its march but when I put the digital mode its not its not moving sil
you help me happy I have a psp fat
NASSIME on May 9 2008, 20:21
Hi ,
Yes it's a bug ... Digital settings for keyboard just don't work, you have to use analog settings ...
Zx
zx-81 on May 9 2008, 20:59
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Where can I find the keyboard?
I tried looking in ebay canada but with no luck…
Anonymous on May 10 2008, 07:23
Then search pa870u on google
Zx
zx-81 on May 10 2008, 09:47
It says:
The game could not be started (8002014
What's wrong
jo on May 14 2008, 08:27
May be you put the eboot in the wrong folder, or you don't have a custom firmware installed on your psp ?
Zx
zx-81 on May 14 2008, 08:45
Thanks for replying.
I am a newbie. The firmware is custom, version 3.90
I extracted as specified into the PSP/Game folder.
The title image is portrayed, when this is selected the PSP-logo flares up for a moment, then there is a short moment of loading,
eventually the above message comes up (ending in 8 and cloed parenthesis). Probabely I make some typical beginner's mistake,
something everyone takes for granted
Thanks again
jo on May 14 2008, 08:57
Hi,
You have to put the fw3x archive content in psp/game380 folder .. (psp/game380/pda),
Zx
zx-81 on May 14 2008, 09:03
Sorry for asking stupid questions:
Do I have to create this folder?
It's a PSP Slim&light. The existing folder in the directory "PSP" is titled "game".
jo on May 14 2008, 09:57
Yes, you have to create a psp/game380 folder,
Zx
zx-81 on May 14 2008, 10:03
I am really sorry for pestering you.
When I create that folder called "game380" it is nowhere to be found. The information on "game" is: "There are no games". As there
is no data explorer on thec PSP I can only verify the existance of the data via USB-Link to the PC.
When I create the "game380" folder within "game" I get the information: "corrupted data" although I extracted thoroughly.
When I place the fw3x in the "game" folder I get the same behaviour as beforementioned - the one with the long number.
jo on May 14 2008, 10:39
I'm using cfw 3.90-2 and when i put the fw3x/pda directory content in PSP/GAME380/ (to have PSP/GAME380/pda/EBOOT.PBP etc
...) it works fine ... so i don't understand what's going wrong,
Zx
zx-81 on May 14 2008, 10:44
Thanks for taking all this time.
I think, I'll just give in to technology. What a pity. Your program seems to be a fine instrument I would have loved to use.
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Thanks again.
jo on May 14 2008, 11:03
ok, where do i down load this to?
person on May 15 2008, 02:17
why is it when I try to open the music menu may psp just hangs.. by the way i'm using 3.90 m33-3 Slim..
thanks
spidey on May 20 2008, 16:49
Music app doesn't work on slim,
Zx
zx-81 on May 20 2008, 17:07
hi i need to know what file to put this whole thing in ? im not sure what to put it in on my psp
tanner on Oct 1 2008, 06:42
If you have a 4.x-m33 then just put the fw3x content in you psp/game4XX folder ..
Zx
zx-81 on Oct 1 2008, 08:50
hi im using version 4.01 m33-2 can u please tell me where to put the file coz i really want to have it
Miss D on Feb 12 2009, 06:32
As written above, if you have a 4.x-m33 then just put the fw3x content in you psp/game4XX folder ..
Zx
zx-81 on Feb 12 2009, 08:12
not compatible with pike...have to disable plugins in recovery menu to use...no biggie
OZBRN5 on Apr 8 2009, 01:04
well i have m33-6 and ive tryed to put this in diffrent folder cant get it to work just keep getting the cant be startd error
eney ideas?
jimbo60 on May 5 2009, 09:35
I have 2 questions for you Zx,
1. Can I use the "buil in" type system of psp, instead of an external keyboard?
2. If I modify I keyboard, something like the sidekick keyboard... is possible to use it with the pda?
I'm asking this questions because even though the taurus keyboard is very compact when you fold it, is still kinda big if you are "on
the go".
greetings from Guatemala.
Bernal on Jun 3 2010, 18:43
What if my firmware is 9.90 (which is 5.50 GEN-D3), would the pda still work on my psp??
CarMen on Jan 29 2011, 09:14
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